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Galil is proud to introduce a new higher power multi-axis servo drive 
with sinusoidal commutation: the AMP-43740. Building on Galil’s 
600W AMP-43540, the new AMP-43740 is designed for applications 
with brushless motors that require greater continuous or peak current. 
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Galil Motion Control is pleased to 
introduce the newest entry in its latest 
generation of digital motion controllers, 
the DMC-500x0 EtherCAT Controller.

Incorporating all of the features of our flagship 
Accelera series controller and designed with 
compatibility and flexibility in mind, the DMC-500x0 
allows integration of remote EtherCAT drives into 
new and existing applications with just a handful of 
configuration commands. 

The DMC-500x0 is offered in 1 through 8 axis 
formats. Axes 1 - 4 can be configured as either 
local or EtherCAT drives while axes 5 – 8 can be 
configured for additional EtherCAT drives. Unique 
to the motion control industry, this ability to mix 
and match local and EtherCAT drives on the same 
controller provides increased flexibility for any 
application. In addition, the DMC-500x0 is fully compatible 

with Galil’s internal servo and stepper motor amplifiers as 
well as third party external drives.
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The AMP-43740 contains four 1200W digital 
transconductance amplifiers for driving brushless motors with 
sinusoidal commutation, a 100% increase in power rating of 
the AMP-43540. Each of the AMP-43740’s amplifiers can 
drive motors operating at up to 16 Amps continuous, and 
30 Amps peak at 20-80 VDC. This allows the use of larger 
brushless motors to meet needs of almost any application. 

The gain settings of the amplifier are user-programmable 
at 0.8, 1.6, and 3.2 Amp/Volt. Both the switching and 
sampling frequencies are 20 KHz, with a closed-loop current 
loop bandwidth up to 2.5 kHz. The AMP-43740 also offers 
protection for over-voltage, under-voltage, over-current, 
short-circuit, and over temperature.

Trapezoidal commutation can have discontinuities and 
produce a torque ripple. This is because the torque 
characteristics of the motor are only taken into account 
in six zones. With sinusoidal commutation, the torque 
characteristics of the motor are mapped to all positions, 
resulting in continuous commutation with no torque ripple. 

As an additional benefit of sinusoidal commutation, Hall 
sensors are generally not required with Galil’s initialization 
commands.

The AMP-43740 4-axis drive is available as an option for 
Galil’s DMC-500x0 EtherCAT Master, and DMC-40x0 
Accelera motion controllers. Designed to minimize space, cost 
and wiring, the drives reside directly inside the controller 
enclosure for a compact profile. The new AMP-43740 is 
slightly larger than Galil’s lower power amplifier options. In a 
1-4 axis configuration the AMP-43740 is 8.05” x 9.25”. In a 
5-8 axis configuration it is 11.5” x 9.25”.

Two 4-axis drive units can be specified inside 8-axis controller 
models. A shunt regulator option is also available. The U.S. 
list price of the AMP-43740 4-axis 1200W drive is $1300 
in single quantity and $800 in 100 quantities.  
Please call Galil at (800) 377-6329 or go to 
http://www.galil.com/accessory/internal-
amplifier-and-drive-options for a comparison 
of Galil internal drives.  n

The New DMC-500x0 EtherCAT Controller

Fast and Flexible

Powerful and Precise
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Supported EtherCAT Drives

Once enabled, an EtherCAT axis replaces a local axis and 
can be controlled in the same manner. This transparency 
means access to Galil’s full library of coordinated motion 
functions that can be mapped to any combination of local 
and EtherCAT axes. Standard modes of motion include 
Jogging, Point to Point, Electronic Gearing and Cam, Linear 
and Vector Interpolation, Contour, and PVT modes.

EtherCAT drives can be configured in software to close 
the PID control loop on the controller or on the drive. In 
the first mode, torque commands are sent to the motor 
amplifier after closing the control loop using Galil’s on 
board PID control algorithm. This mode allows access to 
the Galil’s standard PID control loop features, including 
advanced PID compensation, velocity feedforward, 
acceleration feedforward, integrator limits, notch filter, low 
pass filter and backlash compensation. In the second mode, 
the servo control loop is closed on the EtherCAT drive with 
the Galil controller sending motion profile commands at 
rates of up to 2.5 kHz on a 1-4 axis controller.

Standard opto-isolated inputs for each local axis include 
a forward limit, reverse limit and homing input. The 
controller also features 8 uncommitted opto-isolated inputs 
and 8 uncommitted opto-isolated high power outputs. 
The DMC-500x0 includes 8 uncommitted analog inputs, 
allowing the controller to interface with analog sensors 
such as joysticks and temperature sensors. Inputs from two 
separate encoders are available for each local servo axis. 
Local auxiliary encoder inputs are also available for axes 
configured for EtherCAT, providing access to Galil’s dual 

feedback PID control loop.

The DMC-500x0 can be used with Galil’s newest software 
package, GalilSuite; simplifying system set up, controller 
programming and servo tuning. Also included is access to 
the GalilTools API, allowing development of powerful host 
applications in multiple languages and operating systems.
Like all Galil controllers, the DMC-500x0 uses Galil’s easy 
to learn two letter ASCII command language. Configuring 
and programming the controller is simple and intuitive with 
English-like commands such as TP for Tell Position and EU 
for EtherCAT network Up. Built in subroutines and error 
monitoring make development of robust applications a 
straightforward affair.

The DMC-500x0 comes with one CAT5e Ethernet port for 
communication with a host PC and one CAT5e EtherCAT 
port to communicate with EtherCAT drive(s). Multiple 
EtherCAT drives can be linked together in a daisy chain 
configuration and connected to the controller’s CAT5e 
EtherCAT port, simplifying wiring and decreasing 
setup time. Two RS-232 ports are also provided for 
communication with a host PC and peripherals. 
The DMC-500x0 is packaged in a compact metal enclosure 
measuring 8.1” x 7.25” x 1.72” and operates from a single 20 
– 80 volt DC supply. 

The DMC-500x0 EtherCAT controller is 
available now. Please call Galil at (800) 377-
6329 or go to http://www.galil.com/motion-
controllers/multi-axis/dmc-500x0 for more 
information. n

•	 Yaskawa Sigma-5 SGDV-R90FE1A
•	 AMC DZEANTU-020B080
•	 Copley XenusPLUS XEL-230-36
•	 Panasonic Minas A5B
•	 Sanyo-Denki SANMOTION R RS2A01A2HA5

Support for additional drives will be added in the future. Speak 
with a Galil Applications Engineer for drive specific support.
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With over 750,000 controllers installed 
worldwide, Galil is the leading supplier 
of motion and I/O controllers. Galil’s 
legacy of innovation began in 1983 
with the introduction of the first 
microprocessor-based servo motion 
controller. Today, Galil continues its 
leadership by offering the most powerful, 
cost-effective and easy-to-use controllers 
to accommodate all your motion and 
I/O needs.

Galil offers a broad array of motion 
controllers in a variety of formats: single 
and multi-axis, card-level and box-
level, bus-based and stand-alone. Galil’s 
Ethernet/RS232 and PCI controllers 
are available in an Econo version for 
lowest cost and Accelera version for ultra 
high-speed performance. Plug-in, multi-
axis drives for steppers and servos save 
space, cost and wiring. For intelligent 
I/O control, the RIO Pocket PLC is 
compact, low-cost and packed with 
analog and digital I/O. 

At Galil, we share our expertise with 
our customers. You will find a wealth 
of information on our website at 
http://www.galilmc.com. Here you can 
view any of Galil’s free web-tutorials, 
read an application note or white 
paper, post a question on our bulletin 
board, or download the latest software 
and manuals.
 
Exceptional application support is a 
top priority at Galil. Call Galil today 
at (800) 377-6329 to discuss your 
project with one of our highly-trained 
applications engineers.  n

DMC-41x3 Econo Motion Controller

Galil. We Move the World.
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DMC-40x0 Ethernet/RS232

DMC-18x6 PCI

ACCELERA CONTROLLERS AND DRIVES

DMC-41x3 Ethernet/USB/RS232 

DMC-18x2 PCI

ECONO CONTROLLERS AND DRIVES

SINGLE-AXIS CONTROLLERS AND DRIVES

DMC-30000 Ethernet/RS232 

RIO-47xxx Ethernet/RS232

POCKET PLC I/O CONTROLLER

GalilTools. Servo Tuning and analysis software

GalilSuite. New Version of GalilTools

Frequency Analysis Software. Performs 
Servo Tuning in the frequency domain.

Ladder Interface. Converts Ladder program 
into DMC code for RIO Pocket PLC.

Galil PVT. Software tool for PVT mode of motion.

SOFTWARE TOOLS

FREE Online Support Tools

Application notes, white papers and industry articles
http://www.galil.com/learn/application-notes

Tutorials and videos about servo tuning, motion programming, & motors and drives
http://www.galil.com/learn/online-videos

MotionCode™ Toolkit, step-by-step solutions with downloadable code
http://www.galil.com/learn/sample-dmc-code

MotorSizer™ Tool for quick sizing of stepper and servo motion systems
http://www.galil.com/learn/motorsizer

Interactive bulletin board with knowledge base for fast answers to your questions
http://www.galil.com/forum

Customer stories and videos 
http://www.galil.com/learn/customer-stories

Product catalog with specs and pricing
http://www.galil.com/downloads/product-catalog
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EtherCAT MASTER CONTROLLERS

DMC-50000 Ethernet/RS232 


